Swimming Pool and Spa Tile

Quality Crafted Products from

DAL-TILE CORPORATION
ENVIRONMODE

A frost-proof glazed 3" x 3" Stoneware body series. Eleven glazed colors available; three bold chromatic colors (KA-332 Cobalt Blue illustrated below), and eight colors in pottery type glazes. These glazes vary slightly in color from tile to tile creating a rich overall mosaic effect.

AQUARIUS

A radiant spa series projecting delicate floral patterns on durable kiln fired glazes. Strong, vibrant, multi-colored combinations with the frost-proof durability of modern porcelain body tiles. These slim-line 1½-inch units permit smooth flowing installation on tight radius; whether concave or convex.

ASTER

Rich colors, subtle textures that capture and reflect the ever-changing patterns of light and shade ... to compliment any pool or spa. Frost-proof porcelain mosaic tile with 'locked-in beauty to provide years of durable, maintenance-free enjoyment.

DIAMOND SOLITAIRE

The majestic Diamond Solitaire sparkles from its contrasting, yet harmonizing background setting. The beautiful center pattern is kiln-fired on frost-proof porcelain mosaic tile. This bold 6" x 6" pattern is ideally suited for swimming pools.
ARCHER

A smart new two-tone contemporary frost-proof porcelain mosaic available in two sparkling "dual-tone" blue color combinations. Unique self-trimming is provided by the 'Dal-Linear' border-liners.

DAL-7080 TERRA BLUE/MARINE ROYAL BLUE  DAL-7080 MARINE ROYAL BLUE/TERRA BLUE

NAUTILUS

Distinctive beauty in a bold bright pattern. A unique two color frost-proof porcelain tile that departs from the conventional. These slimline 11/2" units permit smooth flowing installation on tight radius, whether concave or convex.

DAL-66 BERMUDA BLUE  DAL-56 ARCTIC BLUE

BENJI

Versatile three color pattern series fired on a porcelain frost-proof tile in new color hues. The flexibility of this 2" x 3" unit allows horizontal or vertical designs in 2", 3", 4" and 6" increments. The unusual split pattern design permits smooth flowing installation on extremely tight radius, whether concave or convex.

6" x 12" SECTION ILLUSTRATED  2" x 3" SECTION

DAL-SBJ-17 ARCTIC BLUE  DAL-SBJ-29 TERRA BROWN
ESPANA
A beautiful frost-proof porcelain tile that combines the Old World elegance of early Spanish artisans with the permanence and durability of modern technology. Convenient, economical installation.

DAL-AQ-710 CORDOVA
DAL-NP-21R CANCEUN
DAL-NP-638 VALLARTA
DAL-AQ-740 VALENCIA
DAL-NP-674 COZUMEL
DAL-NP-18D YUCATAN
DAL-SUM-20C MALIBU

DAL-COLONIALS
Solid 6x6 Units
Inspired designs by old world craftsmen... these six patterns are non frost-proof available as a 6" x 6" solid unit and are suitable for pool and spa use in frost free areas.

DM-3139
DM-3367
DM-3378

DM-3055
DM-3376
DM-3379

SURF CAP TILE
Over 100 color combinations can be achieved utilizing trim and field tiles. Trim unit (A7360) 6" x 6", packed 12½ square feet per carton. Non frost-proof. Individual units are joined with silicone rubber prior to installation.
CELEBRITY
A striking new pattern in 'dual-tone' colors surrounding a floral design insert describes this frost-proof porcelain mosaic series. 'Dal-Linear' border-liners enhance the overall beauty of this series.

REGENCY
A regal new series that creates an elegant ambiance for all architectural concepts. This frost-proof porcelain tile simplifies installation with its basic unit size of 3" x 6".

CLASSIC
A new traditional symmetrical frost-proof porcelain mosaic available in two contrasting 'dual-tone' color combinations. 'Dal-Linear' border-liners encompass this 'Classic' pattern.

GALAXY
A brilliant new combination of blending an unusual pattern with an embossed design of distinctive colors creates this new series of frost-proof porcelain tiles. Embossed 'Dal-Linear' border-liners enrich this galactic series.